
Dear Fellow N.A. Members: 

w.s.c. Literature Committee 
C/O 947 Amoroso Place 

Venice, CA 9029'1 

Jtl~rch, 1979 

The 1979 World Service Conference of Np,rcotics Anonymous is 
almost upon us. You 'Will already have been contacted by the W.S.C. 
Ad.m.iniatrative Committee regarding the dates, the location, and so 

on. 

The materials enclosed in this packet comprise the recommenda

tions that we of the Literature Committee ~ill be making to the 
Conference. As there is a fair amount of material involved, and 
since we'll have only two days et the Conference itself to take 
care of business, ~e've decided to send you copies of all our work 

now. Hopefully you'll have time to review and f~miliarize yourself 
with it in the next month, prior to the Conference. 

We've had ~ome problems putting together e mailing list of 
all the various representatives who will be coming to the Confer
ence. If you yourself will not be ~ttending, but your local Area 
or Regional. Service Committee wil.l be sending a representative, 
we ask you to please route this packet on to th~t individual, or 
to that committee. Also. if you know of anyone who should have 
received one of the~e p~ckets but hasn 1 t, please have them get 
in touch with us, and we'll try to get one off to them. 

Thanks so much for your cooperation. We hope to see you at 
the Conference! 

Sincerely, ,/2 
tJl(ff 'v l--~//l'l 

F.L.Srk K •• Ch2irm~n 
for the 

~.s.c. Literature Committee 



FOR THE NEWCONER (New) 

The only requirement to be a member of Narcotics Anonymous is e 
desire to stop using. You don't have to be clean when you get here, but 
after the first meeting 'tie suggest that you keep coming back and come to 
the meetings clean and sober. You don't have to wait for an overdose or 
a Jail sentence to get help from N.A., nor ie drug addiction a hopeless 
condition from which there is no recovery. It is possible to arrest the 
need to use drugs with the help of the Twelve Step program of Narcotics 
Anonymous and the fel.lowship of recovering addicts in X.A. 

He:re are a few questions you can answer for yourself which may help 
:you decide if you need the help of N.A.: 
1. Do I want to stop using, but can't do it alone? 
2. What ao"T use and how do I use it? ' 
3. Do I con doctors for-"legal" drugs, telling myself that it's ok8y to 

use these drugs because they aren't illegal? 
4. Do I have more than one prescription going at one time with different 

doctors? 
5. Do I need something to help me get going in the morning, and some~ 

thing to slow me down at night? 
6. Am I using illegal or "heavy" drugs and think there is nothing that 

can be done to kick the habit? 
7. Am I in trouble. with friends, family, or the law because of' drug

related incidents? 

Drug addiction can happen to anyone, in innocent or not-ea-innocent cir
cumstances. Some of us deliberately sought a way to make ourselves f'eel 
what we couldn't feel when we were clean. Others of us sought e way to 
turn our heads of'f and cope with the feelings that we could not handle. 
Still others suffered grave physical ailments and became addicted to the 
medications prescribed for us during our illnesses. Some members joined 
the crowd at parties, etc., using drugs a few times just to be •in• and 
found later that they were helpless over the use of substances that 
others seemed to be able to h?..ndle. Whatever the causes a.nd circumstan
ces, it really doesn't matter. If' lif'e has become unmanageable and you 
want a change and a chance to live without it being necessary to use 
drugs, we have f'ound a way. Here are the Steps of Narcotics Anonymous 
that we use on a dai~y basis to help us arrest our disease: 

' (Insert the 12 Steps here) 

It doesn't atop 'tlith just being clean. As we abstain from chemicals 
and stop abusing our bodies, 'tie come face to face with f'eelings that we 
have never coped with successfully clean and sober. Some of us even ex
perience feelings we were not capable of having in t~e past. We must 
cultivate the willingness to meet these feelings (old and new) end deal 
with them as they come. We don't have to deal with them all at one time 
but just for today these feelings, pleasant and unpleasant, can be dealt 
with. 

The 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous, our new friends and our spon
sors help us deal with these feelings. In N.A. our joys are multiplied 
by sharing our good days with our fellows, and our sorrows are lessened 
when we share our bad days. For the first time in our l.iTes we don't 
have to experience anything alone. Not only do we have the group but, 
hopefully, as time progresses we will devolp e relationship with a high
er Power (as we understand It) that will always be with us. 

We learn to experience feelings (e.g., anger, joy, sexual desire, 
fear) and realize that the feelings themselves can do us NO harm, unless 
we act on them. We learn to call someone if 'tie have a feeling 'tie cannot 
handle, and by sharing that f'eeling with a friend we learn to work through 
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it. Chances are that ou:r friend has had a similar experience and can 
relate what worked for him/her. 

By close work with a sponsor we can utilize the 12 Steps of the 
program as a guide to dealing with situations we have not dealt well 
with in the past. Sponsorship is a give and take partnership, with both 
gaining strenght from the relationship. We suggest that you look for a 
sponsor as soon as you become acquainted with the members in you:r area. 
Look !or someone who has been do\ffl a path similar to yours, understands 
where you are coming from and has learned to cope with these same types 
of situations. We who are recovering must share with you what we h?ve in 
order to maintain ou:r progress in the N.A. program and our ability to 
function without drugs. Being asked to sponsor a new member is a privi
lege, so don't hesitate to ask a person with whom you identify to be 
you:r sponsor. ~that particular person is not able to be you:r sponsor, 
he or she may know someone with w!oom you can ideLtify. Sponsorship iE a 
rewarding experience for both, and we are all herE to help and to be 
helped. Get phone numbers and use them. Ask questions about the program 
and get acquainted with the people. 

We have all tried many ways to overcome our addictions, and sometimes 
a temporary recovery was possible, but always it was followed by an even 
deeper involvement with addiction than before. This program offers hope 
to the hopeless and help to the helpless, and all you have to bring with 
you is the DESIRE to stop using and the willingness to put into use the 
Steps of this prograID. Come to meetings and listen with an open mind, 
and you will get the message of hope that we offer. Let these ne"'' ideas 
flow over you. Ask auestions. ~he principles of living which are incor
porated in the 12 Steps may seem strange to you, but they work. This 
program works for those willing to work it. 

May we also remind you that this is an ANONYMOUS program, and you:r 
anonymity will be held in the strictest confidence. "We are not inter
ested in what or how much you used or who you:r connections were, what 
you have done in the past, how much or how little you have, but only 
in what you want to do about your problem and how we can help." 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Subject to approval by 
World Service Conference) 



GETTING REALER (New) 
A Guide to the Fourth Step 

The decision lie make in Step Three •to turn our will and our lives 
over to the care of God, as we understood Him• is a momentous decision, 
perhaps the most" important and far-reaching we shall ever make in our 
lives. But having made this decision, what next? 

N.A. experience has sho~'D. that if we truly want a Higher Power to 
take over in the management of our lives, to remove the obsession to use 
and to restore us to health, then the time for a face to face confronta
tion with ourselves, with our own innermost faults and defects, is RIGHT 
NOW. We have to clean house so that the Higher Power has room to enter, 
and we begin the house-cleaning process with Step Four. 

This pamphlet has been designed to act as an auxiliary guide or out
line to help the newcomer take his or he-r first personal inventory. It is 
not in any way meant to be used as a substitute for the wealth of liter
ature available on the inventory process. Anyone who does not take advan
tage of that great supply of information and experience is cheating him
self. This pamphlet is meant only for easy reference and understanding. 

Inventory Topics: 

I. Resentments: Write about all People, Places, Things, Institutions, Ideas, 
or Principles that you resent, or feel thxeatened or hurt by - past and 
present. Make a list of all these first, then write about each, telling: 
A) 'lihat happened? (Be s ecific!) 
B) Bow did it make me ~? Examples: Was my pride or self-respect hurt, 

were my ambitions or security threatened in any way, was my livelihood 
endangered, was a personal or sexual relationship hurt or threatened? 
Do this for each item, leaving some spa.ce after each. After you've done 
this with everything on your list, ~ go back over each and answer: 

C) Where was I at fault? Where was!. selfish, dishonest, self-seeking or 
frightened? Though I may not have been all wrong, in what way WAS I 
to blame for the situation? 

Answer these questions for each item - be honest and be thorough! 

II. Fear: 

III.~: 

Write about your fears, even though they might not have Any rela
tion to your resentments. Answer these cuestions about each: 
Why do I have this fear? Am I afraid because I cannot depend 
upon myself? 

Write about your experiences or problems with sex, whether deep 
relationships, short affairs, or individual problems that seemed 
to have nothing to do with others. (Be specific!) 
Then answer these questions about each item: 
Where have I been selfish? Where have I been dishonest? Where have 
I be:n inconsiderate?_Whom did I hurt? Did I create jealousy or 
suspicion, or cause bitterness? Was the relationship A selfish one? 
Where was I at fault? ll'hat might I have done instead? 

IV. Miscellaneous: Basically, any negative thoughts or feelings you have 
should appear somewhere in your inventory. If you have anything 
left over after writing about resentments, fears and sex here 
is the place to put it. Any guilt shame, regret,'embarass~ent, 
etc. etc., that you've not already written about. 
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Helpful Hints: 

1) The way to write an inventory is to write it! Thinking about 
inventory, talking about it tone-on-one or at meetings), theori
zing about it, will not get it wTitten. Sit down with a notebook, 
pray, pick up your pen and start writing! 

2) Remember that you don't have to do this alone. Your will and your 
life are now in the hands of the Source of all strength - tap into 
this Source! Writing a thorough and honest inventory looks impos
sible to most of us. This may be because it is - if we're operating 
on our own "power". Take a few quiet moments each time before you 
write and pray for athe power to carry it out." 

;) Write every day! Remember that what you have is only a daily repri
eve from a killer disease, a reprieve that is dependent directly 
on your spiritual condition todav. Ask yourself, What have I done 
today to cooperate in my O'Wil recovery? 

4) Don't write your inventory with a particular person in mind to read 
it to. If you do that you may wind up "slanting" what you write in 
order to please them. Besides, life is unmanageable, and you can't 
know for sure to whom you'll read it anyway. Only time will tell, 
and the Fifth Step will take care of i tse11·. You' re not there yet 
and you don't have to worry about it. Stay here in the Now - you're 
on Step Four, and th<lt's all. 

5) A basic rule of thumb is that you can write too little, but you can 
never write too much. Just write and write, until your brain is empty. 
Those things that you think about while not sleeping are usually 
inventory material. 

6) Most important: Just for today, NO ~!ATTER WHAT, don't take that 
first chemical! 

GOOD LUCK AND MAY IT GET REALER FOR YOU! 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Subject to approval by 
World Service Conference) 



ANOTHER LOOK (Revised) 
(One Member's Opinion) 

There are probably as many definitions of addiction as there ways of 
thinking, based on both research and personal experience. It is not surpri
sing that there are many areas of honest disagreement in the definitions 
that we hear. Some seem to fit the observed and known facts for some groups 
better than for others. If we accept this as a fact, then perhaps another 
viewpoint ought to be examined in the hope that we can discover a way more 
basic to all addictions and more valid in establishing communication among 
all of us •. If we can find greater agreement on wh11t Addiction is Not, then 
perhaps what it is may appear with greater clarity. ~ ~-

Maybe-we-Can-agree on some prime points. 

1. AilDICTION IS NOT FREEDOM. 
The very nature of our disorder and its observed symptoms points up 

this fact. We addicts value personal freedom highly, perhaps because we 
want it so much and experience it so seldom in the progress of our illness. 
Even in periods of abstinence freedom is curtailed. We are never quite sure 
if any action is based in a conscious desire for continued sobriety or an 
unconscious wish to return to using. We seek to manipulate people and con
ditions and control all our actions, and thus we destroy spontaneity, an 
integral mark of freedom. We fail to realize that the need for control 
springs from fear of losing control. This fear, based in part on past fail
ures and disappointments in solving life's difficulties, prevents us from 
making meaningful choices - choices which, if acted upon, might re~ove the 
very fear which blocks us. 

2. ADDICTION IS NOT PERSONAL GROWTH. 
The monotonous, imitative, ritualistic, compulsive and obsessive rou

tines of active addiction render us incapable of responsive or meaningful 
thought and action. Personal growth is creative effort and purposeful be
havior; it presupposes choice, change and the capicity to face life on its 
O'lw'.ll terms. 

3. ADDICTION IS NOT GOODWILL. 

Addiction insulates us from people, places, and things outside of our 
own world of getting, using and finding ways and means to continue the pro
cess. Hostile, resentful, self-centered, and self-concerned - we cut off 
all outside interests as our illness progresses. We live in fear and suspi
cion of the very people we have to depend on for our needs. This touches 
every area of our lives, and anything not completely familiar becomes alien 
and dangerous. Our world shrinks and isolation is its goal. This might well 
be the true nature of our disorder. 

All that has been said above could be summed up in • • • 

4 • .ADDICTION IS NOT A 'viAY OF LIFE. 

The sick, self-seeking, self-·centered, and self-enclosed world of the 
addict hardly qualifies as a way of life; at best, perhaps it is a way to 
survive for awhile. Even in this limited existence it is a way of despair 
destruction, and death. .:· ' 

Any positive, expanding life-style seems to demand the very things 
missinp Jn addiction: FREEDOM, GOODW.llJ,' J?ER.sON.AL GROW!l'ii' and CREATIVE 
.ACTION. · .· . ·. 
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With freedom, life is a meaningful, changing, and advancing process. 
It looks forward with a reasonable expectancy to a better and richer real
ization of our desires and a greater fulfillment of our personal selves. 
These are of course some of the manifestations of the spiritual progress 
that results from the daily practice of the 12 Steps of N.A. 

Goodwill is an action that includes others besides ourselves, a way 
tha.t considers as important in their own lives as we are in ours. It is 
hard to tell whether goodwill is the key to empathy or vice-versa. If we 
accept empathy as the capacity to see ourselves in others knovingly, with
out losing our own identity, then we recognize a sameness in both; and if 
we have accepted ourselves, how can we reject another? Affection comes 
trom seeing similarities, intolerance from differences we fear and will 
not accept. 

In personal growth we use both freedom and goodwill in cooperation 
with others. We realize we cannot live alone, that personal is also inter
personal. To find better balance, we examine spiritual, personal and so
cial values as well as material values; maturity seems to demand this kind 
of evaluation. With active addiction, insanity, institutions are the only 
possibilities. With recovery through the help of a higher Power and the 
Steps of N.A., anything is possible. 

Creative action is not a mysterious procedure, although it is an 
inside job in rebuilding or reintegrating our disordered and fractured 
personalities. Often it means simply listening to those hunches and intu- " 
itive feelings that we think would ben(fit others or ourselves, and act- e 
ing on them spontaneously. Here is where many basic principles of action 
become apparent. We are then able to make decisions based on principles 
that have real value to ourselves. 

As we become more God-reliant and gain in self-respect, we reali7.e 
we are neither superior nor inferior to anyone; our real value lies in 
being ourselves. Self-awareness is a daily practice without end, a grow
ing process of constant change and increasing humility, which leads to 
an expanding desire to be of service to others. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
JUST FOR TODAY 

Tel.I yourself -

JUST FOR TODAY my thoughts will be on my recovery, living and enjoying 
life without the use of drugs. 

JUST FOR TODAY I will have faith in someone in N.A. who believes in me 
and wants to help me in my recovery. 

JUST FOR TODAY I will have a program. I will try to follow it to the 
best of my ability. 

JUST FOR TODAY through E.A. I will try to get a better perspective on 
my life. 

JUST FOR TODAY I will be unafraid. ~\y thoughts will be on my new asso
ciations, people who are not using and who have found a new way of 
life. So long as I follow thR t way, I have nothing to fea.r. 

(Subject to approval by 
World Service Conference) 



WE MADE A DECISION (Revised) 

All of us now in ~.A. had to make one crucial decision before we 
felt secure in the new program of life without drugs. We had to fpce the 
facts about ourselves and our drug using realistically and honestly. We 
had to admit that we were powerless over drugs. For some of us, this was 
the toughest proposition we had ever faced. We did not know too much about 
drug addiction. We had preconceived impressions about the term "addict." 
We associated it chiefly with do'<l!l-and-out derelicts. Or we thought it im
plied degradation in some other form. Some of us resisted making the ad
mission that we were addicts. Others clung to mental reservations. 

Most of us, however, were relieved when it was explained to us that 
drug addiction was a disease. We saw the colIIIllon sense of doing something 
about an illness that threatened to destroy us. We quit trying to deceive 
others - ~ ourselves - into thinking that we could handle drugs when 
all the evidence pointed to the contrary. 

It was emphasized to us from the beginning that no one but we, our
selves, could determine whether or not we were addicts. The admission had 
to be sincere !!Ild based on our own judgement - not that of a doctor, hus
band, wife, or spiritual adviser. Our friends might be able to help us 
understand the nature of our problem, but we were the only ones who could 
determine whether drugs had become an uncontrollable problem for us. Irt'
quently we asked: "How can I tell if 1 am really an addict?" We were told 
that there were no ha.rd end fast rules for determining drug addiction. li'e 
learned that there were, however, certain tell-tale symptoms. If we got 
"loaded" when we had every reason to stay clean, if our drug using had be
come progressively worse, if we no longer got as much fun from using as we 
once had - these, we learned, were apt to be symptoms of the illness we 
call drug addiction. Reviewing our using experiences and their conseauen
ces, most of us were able to discover additional corroborating evidence. 

Quite naturally, the prospect of a life without drugs seemed dis
tasteful and dull. We feared that our new friends in N.A. would be sauare 
or, worse yet, be fanatics. We discovered that they were, instea.d, hllinan 
beings like ourselves with the special virtue of understanding our pro
blem instead of merely condemning us for it, as so many non-addicts had 
done in the past. 

We began to wonder what we had to do to stay clean, what membership 
in N .A. would cost, and who "ran" the Society locally and worldwide. we 
soon discovered that there are no "musts" in N .A., that no one is reauir
ed to follow any formal ritual or pattern of living. we also le?.rned -that 
N.A. has no dues or fees of any kind; expenses incurred for meeting rooms 
refreshments, and other incidentals are defrayed by passing the hat but ' 
even contributions of this kind are not a requirement of membership: 

It soon became apparent to us tha.t N.A. has no formal organization 
and that i~ has no governing officers. The arrangement of meetings and 
the other J'?bs that are ~ssential in keeping the :Fellowship together are 
handled by_ informal committees whose membership is rotated periodically. 
These committees act as servants of the group for limited periods not 
as officers. ' 

How, then, do we manage to stay clean in such an informal, loosely
knit fellowship? 

The answer is that, once having achieved it, we try to preserve it 
by observing and following the successful experience of those who have 
preceded us in N.A. 

Their experience provides certain "tools" and guides which Wf are 
free to a~cept or reject, as we lll8Y choose. Because our being clean is 
the most important thing in our lives today, we think it is the best part 
of wisdom to follow the patterns suggested by those who h11ve already de
monstrated that the N.A. recovery program really works. 
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For example, we found that those who stayed clean on a continuRl 
basis generally followed the suggestions of the 12 Steps. We also take 
no pledges; we don't say that we 1t1ill abstain from drugs 11 forever. 11 In
stead we t:ry to follow what 1t1e call the "Twenty-Four Hour Plan." 'lie con
centrate on keeping clean fot just the current 24 hours. ~e simply try 
to get through onr day at a time without drugs. If we feel the urge to 
use, we neither yield nor resist. We merely defer taking any drug until 
tomorrow. 

We try to keep our thinking honest and realistic where drugs are 
concerned. If we are tempted to use - and .the temptation usually fades 
after -;.he first period of transition into N.A. - we ask ourselves wheth
er using drugs would be worth all the consequences we have experienced 
from using in the past. We bear in mind that 1t1e are perfectly free to 
get loaded, if we want to, that the choice between using and non-using 
is entirely up to us. Most important of all, we try to face up to the 
fact that no matter how long we may ha.ve been clean, we will always be 
addicts - and addicts, as far as we know, cannot use drugs normally. 

We follow the experience of successful 11 oldtimers" in another res
pect. We usually keep coming regularly to meetings of the local N.A. 
group with which we have become affiliated. 

There is no rule which makes such attendance compulsory. Nor can 
we always explain why we seem to get a lift out of hearing the personal 
stories and interprations of other members. Most of us, however, feel 
that attendance at meetings and other informal contacts with fellow N.A. 
members are important factors in maintaining our objective to stay clean. 

(Aside from the minor revisions contained in the above text, the Liter
ature Committee has t1r10 additional recommendations to make to the Con
ference regarding the I.P. "We Made A Decision": 

1. FoJLd-over page: Delete the 12 Traditions and insert "How It Works", 
through Step 12, from the N.A. Pamphlet - as this I.P. is aimed at 
the new-newcomer. 

2. Last page: Remove the last three three I.P.'s from the available 
literature list. Also change /17 to "Quien, Que, Como, y Perque". 

(Subject to approval by 
World Service Conference) 



SO YOU LOVE AN ADDICT 

Special Note: 
After Cl!reful review and 111.uch discussion, this committee 
voted to recommend to the Conference as a whole in 1979 
that •so You Love An Addict" not be 8pproved as e piece 
of N.A. litereture. A letter WBS' sent to w.s.o. to let 
them kno'fl wha.t this recommendation would be, and recom
mending to w.s.o. that printing and distribution of this 
I.P. be ~helved, at least for the time being. 

The group felt that this was a fine piece of literature, 
but not N .A. literature. It is not directed towa.rd the 
addict at all, but rather toward his family. It was felt 
that there might be a need for something like this in 
some later literature, perhaps in a book with a section 
directed toward the family, i=ind tha.t N.A. ought to hold 
onto it for use in such ~ book - but that in the mean
time it ought to be deleated. A similar piece, but one 
aimed at the addict and his adjustment to the family in 
sobriety would be more appropriate for N.A. literature • 

.Also, one member made e strong objection to the mention 
of Families Anonymous, pointing out that there is no con
nection between this group and Narcotics Anonymous, and 
wished to recommend that, whatever is done with this I.P. 
in the future, the mention of Families Anonymous ought to 
be dropped .. 

------------
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DEDICATION Page 1 

T:ils presentation of tr;e Service Structure of Narcotics Anor.;;mc'.tS 
is dedicated to the following proposition: 

To assure that no addict seeking recovery 
need die without having had a chance to find 
a better way of life, from this day forward 
may we provide the necessary services. 

THE PURPOSE AKD FUI~CTIOI; CF TEE SERVIC:S:: Ul•ITS OF KA?.COTIC.S ;J;C~·iYMOUS 

1. The primary purpose of an N.A. G?.OUF is to carry the message 
to the add.let who still suffers by providing a setting fc·r id.Er.tifi
cation and recovery wher~ an addict can cone for help if he or she 
has a desire to stor UEin3. 

2. T!".e purpo2c of ar; l.RE.:,. s:::E.VICE CC:·:EITTEE if' to ':!e supportive 
to the N.A. Grnup a:,;;. its primary pt:.rpos~ by &s~ociatir.g the Groi;:;: 
with other Groups locally and by helping the Grou~ de&! ~ith its 
day-to-day prol.lerr,s anl net:l.s. 

J. The l'l12."'}..'0.SE: of a Ii:E·:?ICI\AL SERVICE co~:r·~ITT:C:E is to be supportive 
to it~ Areas and Gro·c1ps a:;d their priraE..rJ purpose b;; linking toget!:r·r 
the Areas &nd Groups i-;itLil: the Regior1; by helrlng t:1e Areas anC. 
Groups deal with their basic prollems and need~; an~ by encouraging 
the groio;th C·f th·= Fellow~hip. 

4. The purpo~e of the E::>A?.D CF TRl"STEES is to ins1.'.re the continua-
tion and gro>1th of N.A. by seeking new and "Lett~r wecys to carry the 
message to th~ addict who still suffers; by seating to insure the 
ma!.ntenai:c'' of the; Tw<>lve Tra<litior.s; &!H.i, by deal1i;g wi tl1 those 
things, bot!; w l t.l.ln ar,d cu ts iC.e the Fello" .o:Lir, iciLich affect the con
tii,ua tion afr2 growth Of the Fellowship. 

5. 'I"he puri-~ose o~ the r...~OR!.D ~ER.VICE C·FfIC3 ic to Eerve.1 as a cer.lte.:r 
for comrn'lnlC;.:tior;s and L.form3.tion for the ?ello~;ship of N.i •• , its 
servic.es, ~1·c1uro, &nd meml.ers. The w.s.c. u.chiEve:; this purpose b·, 
maint<cininc; corTespondence wit!: 1;.A. Grcups and Service Col!l:r:ittecs~ 
by publ:shl.nt, .... nd distributing X.A. literaitire; and by maintaining 
the aichives and files of Narco'.:ics A.'10;~:,·ILous. 

6. The purpose of the WORLD SERVICE CCKFER.O:KCE ls to be supportive 
to the Fellowship as u wLole, a11d to define a:,d. 1"11'lirr.cr,t th-= policies 
of N.l.. Tli" w.s.c. rloe.o tr.is by joinlr•g the mE'll!Ler.s, Groups, Areas, 
and Regions of N.A, iritv a unlted. F<llowshlp; L;i.· deoalir.g witl: the 
proble"'s aLd th0 needs of the Fellowship; and uy actively encouraging 
the primD.ry pur·pose and growth of Narcotics J;:1or;ymous. 



n:TRC::::>ucTIO:' TO THE FIRST EDITION (1975) 

The purpose Of this i;arr.phlet is to exrr"'s::; ~n E-ir:::,·lr; termr h::;·,.; 
we, as members ar.d servants of Narcotics Ano~,yrr.o·_,::, relat1. t0 or.e 
another and to N.A. as a whole; and to present an ldEul Servi~e 
Structure for N,A. in such a way that we can strive to impro\e our 
fellowship, and better fulfill our primary purpose of carrying the 
message of recovery to the addict who Etill suffers. 

N.A. is a Twelve a.nG. Twelve program borrowed from tr.;: J •• ,~. 
Fellowship. In fact, three of thE' first corr.rritt€·': of five wsre al~c 
members of A.A., who wanted. to make this prover. prog!'a>c of rec every 
available to addicts. So wh,·, yo·.l may ar}:, C:on•t we }~st t:.cf· ;~ •• ~. •s 
structure and be done .:1th it? This would. pr-o1;.":.-ly be a goo:. ides., 
except that we are not A.A.; our needs, de:z:t:1ltP the s1n:1la.!'1tl~s. QY-C 

to a certain extent different. Also, we are preclu!e:. f!'o~ directly 
using any part of the A.A. program other th&n the 12 Eteps and 12 
Traditions; and, finally, i~ orier for K.L. tc s~~viv0, ~~ ~u~t te 
e.i...~to~ .. :.::n=:\lS "~e 1t:...:.st hai,re a fe!.lov:r1" .. ip c:1d l-"~cgrc..rr. :::f CJ.r 1)'-t.::. 

I11 th~ e'3.!'l.Y da.;ys c..: !\.Ji... 'toc.·E.· te:.:i l\'"ho.t }':o.ye t'e'?:i c~ll~-: ''=:::.t.:.it'· 
:ri:?t:tlr:;.;.:, held s;)oradi~all;)" lr.. differer.: .111£..c r:0 a!. ·lif!"c:.-··: :~ t. ~ l::!" :- . 
.&·-.t t:1~s timt:-, ;-;itl"'. o:-.. ~y c:~c or tv.,·,~ !;.A. I!!-::ct.!.r-;.g~ 1:: ~x~~t7r .. cr;. ~ .s1 1 0~~!'ic 
~tr'.lctttre for J-: • .1.\. \\-a.~!";.'t r.1.eed.ed E-.. !" .. d re::,,11;:, 1'i8::-!":'t Ka.:" .. tcl. ::--:.: .. !·~.i: ... 
z~·:~ and per~anent ~e~t!~bs were esta~li~tc2, b~t beca~se t~,e~e ~~r~ 
few in n·..l.zr..:er a~ .. d. all lo~s.tc.l i!-~ t11e Lo.s .~"1E/-·l.::. :-; s1·E;~, ";!~t.:1~~. ~-:J.~· ::ti:l 
no l1eed for any esta~li~Lcd service struot~r~. Hc~e~cr, ~.~. ~~~ cc~
t1nued to grow. As groups b2gsn cpc~i~~ ~p 1:1 popul~t1o~ c~~~er~ ether 
t!~an rJos Arigcles 1 r:e 'te;z.""1 tc, !tel t!lC nee.: f::r vc:xi:- k.ir1~ c..f s:ruct~;7(;. 
!ntergrou~ of :~!:tr.ll .Se::-vice C("l1m.lt 1~e~~ can.c into tE.lr.c 1:-~ ·-::..:-io;..:.~ 
loc.::.ticr:s. e-.:z.c}1 t:-:.-~~s to taZc ca=E· nf ·L·c:.:.ir1~~r: o:;. ~ lccr-.. 1 3..>:":-...:~:, nlt:-l
ot:t t.:::; r::.~cli r-c5r.:.:-d. fc-:- 1; •. ; •• a.c n. 1".'!:~:ilc. 

Ir. the last five (5) years, however, this approach h:i3 30::-t of backfired. 
The unity necessary for personal recovery has been in sho!'t s;.:pply. 
~cl;. grcup or area moved. ir1 its O'tl:-. j,ire:cti.vr:r. ~£a.::i.l1,/ ~j..:....:.-t. 'IJ:r.c 
\~:::r,; ~xist~·r:cc er 1:.A. ww.s o:;.ce agai1. s..:. . .tio~.;l~1 tf'-.re:;;.ts::.~,.:. (:..::· it , .. ~.s ii:. 
~!1c 1'5:·':: i';:1t.r_ t:~S' '!ri.t.(:iticns wc!""C: igr~cr"ei. :::.i.::.0 1;c~::.1ve z.~tlc11: ;~;::.S 
~Ber.!. ts.}:~~:. :·'.) tr.1 ~c- so:vc. :: .. i::: p:.~~tleij cc:"lV:: ... tic:·.:.~ 1 .. .:·~--: ":::..:::.: .. : .. c·:l, 
'~.;r; ..... "!d. .Ser"..;ic~ ;!"f'ict"- 01).e.r1eC. ar·~ 1 i'"~r"·-: ,..r '"''0'1,.,..,.,~l~l" .. -""·t ......... , , ..... , 1.·1· .... ...... I.,.._... ........ - r- f ··- .... ••~·- '-• ..... __ ._.._ _ _..__.. ...... _....,, '-••,:...,~. ·-J 

e.sl~":..J..1.~:~~.:l. :.;e cc.~1 !.:ce thc..t t::eze att.e:r.r·ts J1,?iv:: r.:.i.i:. o:f ~:·:..: :•_l:L.;ilrJ. 
~xtcnt. Gro~p! 1~ various a~eas are st~1·ll~g to ~~r~ togEl~c1· 1 ~~ch o~ 
t?~t.: P·~tt~,r t~ic?c:.t.:ri::g si::ems to have disa.p!JE:Si.?'{:;:i ar .. ::.. it se(~5 t~~: .:r..::..!l:/ 
~~~~e~s. in ell a~eas. arc try!~s tc e~tal!ish a b~ttcr cr:vi=o~=~~t fc= 
soi..;riety 1.,...1. }. !.· Tl~=- ~t..,..;l':'.rg"J· ar:n ....... it" c,{" r.,,,...,~~-:"'e e .. ,~,-~1··· ........... \....,,,. °':<'.:l.~t. . . ..... • ...... .... ... ...... ..., .. ..... .A.... .; - ,t' ..... _.I:' ......... _ ......... --~ ... '-I.. ..... - .... ;...o. ..... 

N • .d.. Co:-~ve!" .. ti:~-. (Sar.ta E~!:'u) sho~~s we aT!: ID:i.k!r:.c; i:-:-·:igrc'":s, :~:!...~·t,e t!:ir 
is beca;.isB, for tl" .. e f!.r:3t ti::..-:, W!: tJ.C·W fir..,~ ~L-::1J· !I.emCers •,.,·tt~-i lo:-.. ;-tc::r.::. 
sobriety a.cti\ri.; irl t!1e meet1rig2 a.n1 1r: t;:e fellowsI-.11). ~t 1 :: 1:0 lor.gcr 
a rarity to fir!a ~E·m:,ers ?:~_tr; :,·t..:=.!'~ clsa:-. 1 r:.:it1·!er t!1c..n or .. l,y ...... :.~k: ~ .. r 
months. Ferhs.pz sort" of the personal JL;::,.turity g:;.ined in li';ir:g dr:ii;
free ha~ started to have an effect on N.A. as a whole. 

Despite thi~ progress, we arc st!ll at a very cr1tical stage cf 
the 11 co.w.ir~3 of e.ge'1 pI·ocess. To·.:.c..y. lc.rge, .:i.ctive fellowsf-ilI:;. ur-c 
d.evelopir:c; ir1 several populn.tior .. centers, a:1:j ne~( grc~Ji-'$ are) zta.rt:ng 
i:.p in mo.ny areas th!'ouo;hout the United States enc! iri oth€'r cou:-.trieL 
i..; •. !:. .• is r;rowir-.g, a!"'.d w1 th thi~ iS::"O\-:tl:. tht.: ne.c:.•l for Ut1i ty u~::: cortr:.L~~:i::a
tion 1r.crea~.cs. The old ads.3e that u;. .. hot:.se C.ivi-:1,:-d can.r~ot st~r .. 'ln 



&~·rilic~ to i.: ._A... &s ~--·ell £.t .s.~:.j' cit~&::::.· gro~;1,. ?..ic.:·.7 !·~r,;.: h-: .:.or.' t r~~:n 
to l-1£.\·e a!)Y tlr~1fyil"':..5 stru~ture or cles.r-c'.lt lir.> ~ c: {.;C.:.::.:...-'.;:.1c~t3.·:.:-.. for 
K.A. as a la:!':cle. ;·l1-~s.t st:-'-..lc~'J.!"e tr~~!'e i~ 0111y f'..t.;:.i:t.i~r.:.s ori a Joc~l 
le\~el 1 ar.1.d our vital line: c,f com.:o:.i~.icatic:~ ha-·_i._: o:ti:n bee::; t.::.:-l tu 
locate and as change~ble &s the wc~th"r. It i~ o~r sincer~ hOl' th~t 
this presente:.tio:;. of the Service Str;.icture cf our fellowsr.ip, c.c '°' 
understand it, will hely fill i:-. some C•f tl;c gapG that sepa:::o.t>:: u~, u:td. 
that in this sm:;.ll ;;;,.~- '"'" ca:; cc:,t:1buts to the growth and ftiti.:_".'~ of 
N.A. 

Tl1is is t!-1-= secor.d priritir..0 o!' The :\ .. t ... T:r-<::e. YCiJ. mt:.~· r!ctic~ t!-.:.~t 
there have beer1 some tt:.lnor ch5t.ges in t!-:....: t 1_xt v'!' t:.lr. ::-·::.! tio:-~. Tfi.•:;s·: 
revisio:-~s ar; ir:.. res1~0ri::( to suggesticr .. s fr·c~ tLtt fr.:ll;;v:rl-~ip. ..;ll 
w:-itten S"Ll.Gt.:,:::.::~ior!7 \'l}-1iu.!1 \\·~re rec-eive.'1. at t!.e ~·:·~·rl-~ ~tr-v.:cc C·::"fi~·:: 
Pri ~r· ~o -.... p l'l"'f "-···e been •r-'ou·lv c··· ' ' .. ·l . -:-, ·i 0 •··'·-·'lv c')J '-' .,, .J 1.<..~J ... • ,. I ~ t .: .u;.. ., ~ ... - .... • .;;. J ..... i,._ . .J. ..... 1.,. - f~ • ·, •-·... ·...1."' !~ ·¥ o. .l. .; , -~---

those s~iog·:·2ti0r .. r 'f:e1·e "IE:Ty goc·d ones ar1:1 1-i.~ve: tE:~:rl lr:.~c·r~c..rat~::. i!"~ t~11.r 

e:iitiori). ~t prob~~lJ sl-' .. c·u.l<l. be- r;.oted tl1.:;.i.t O!,c .):- t!-.~ =--~··;1.s:c.r.2 v;:1ic!1 
was cc~sidcre~ does affect tho na~urc c·f ti1e ~tructure slig!~tl~. I~ t}ie 
fir:t eiitloh, it wn~ propotcd that the GroJr's ~SR sl~culd at~~nl both 
~=ea ar..:d Eieglo::.::il O:e:-vicc Co=.mittee mcct1::.e;.:. Ilic q_·.~c.stloI1 ;.;z.ts raise·:: 
'1--~t (l··o"'Pve- ,. -.-.. 1 .,_,." <-•stem "·'<-ht b'" "or .. s tod~ .·' ',. ,. ~,, .. -_, •·· ~,.,,._ ... .o..;..o. • ,;:_ .!. t..>'-''-' ........... .L.:;; ... ;; Li.:. ..._._o• .._ ... ..._ a,; J l..o. .- - -u ... v .. "-''-• .. 
t3:r.eC. several hL:.:idrcd. groups. v10~;.ld:J. 1 t. t!ic rc;:.';._lti!1::; ?..E"t:;io:-~=-1 K.::·et1ngs 
be just as chaotic as th~ one3 we have heiC.? ':'r • .:.s rE-.~ponsE· ;1e1lt o,, to 
Eiggest th!l.t the Regional cornrcittees shoc;.ld be tJa1e L}' of re;:·rese:1t=.tive 
from the AJ·e:o.s, just us the .Areu corr.:r.itteei:: "'re rr.a1c up of re~'reser,ta
tives from the Groups. This ls something which 11a:m 1t cor,si:!ereC. in the 
early drafts of The N.A. Tree. We feel that this is a particularly 
valua:.Ole sugge[ tio!' and have moiified the ~ acco:::-:lir-.gly. 

Eopefully you, as members, will continu& to revie~ existing 
literature an-l n;e_ke positive contribution~ so tL&t w& can upgrade what 
we h2'-ve or c1·eate !H~11 literature, If you have a su5;:;estlo:: about 
11 tera tt:re that you truly feel w:iuld bencfi t thr; fellowship anC: th~· 
nexco!I!~r, please l'Ut it d.o~·:l 0!1 paper. as ot!"1+:r·s l::.\Y:: d.o::c, and se!1d it 
to the W.S.C. literature Co=ittee, c/o the v:crl1 Service Office. 

Tl~a:n.}:.-y OU j 

Literature Co=lttee, Narcotics Anonymous 

n;TE.Of·UCTIC: TO THE THIIlD EDITIO:\ {1978) 

The 1976 World Service Conference was held in conji.:nctio!1 with 
N .A. 1 s Sixth World Convention in Ventura, California. That Conference 
established an Ad Hoc Comn:ittee of elected rerresentatives of the 
fellowship to review and revise the service structure that had been 
proposed for Narcotics Anonymous in The N .A. Tree. 

The Ad Hoc Co=ittee presented the re.:ults of its labors to the 
group conscience at !'LA. •s first viably independent World Service Con
ference, held in Van Nuys, California, in the Spring of 1978. The 
Conference accepted that work and the many other suggestions that ca~e 
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INTRO:J'..'CTI0:,; TO TH:: THIR:J EDITIO'.': (continued) 

in and turned them all over to the newly-establ1shea World Service 
Conference Literature Committee fer finalization, 

The work has been co:npleted a:i.d this thirC. edi ti or., The .Oervi ce 
Ma:-,ui1l of Narcotics Anonymous, is the re5ult and will be pre3c1ted to 
the Conference in the Spring of 1979 for group conscience approv,:;.1. 

To the group that set forth the original service structure: our 
immense gratitude for taking that crucial first step. We realize that 
this service structure must be able to grow and change in respor.~e to 
the needs of the fellowship. One day there may be a fourth edition, or 
a tenth. To the groups that shall ur.dertake those works: 'best of luck 
and our love is with yea. Have at it... we d.id what we could..' 

God. Bless, 

Conference Literature Co=ittee 
Autuir.."i, 1978. 

THE T\.:ELVE TRADITIONS OF N .A. -

We keep what we have only with vigilance o.n<: jas t as freed.om for 
the individual comes from the Twelve Steps so freedom for the groups 
springs from our tra.:ii tior.s, A~ long as the ties t!1at b~r,G. us together 
are stronger than those that would tear us apart, all will be well. 

l, O~r common welfare shouli come first; personal recovery 
depends on N.A. unity. 

2. 

., _, . 
4. 

For our Group purpose there is but or..e ultimate autho::-ity 
a loving Goi as He may express Eiw£elf in our Group conscience, 
our leaders are but trusted servant:, thLy do not govern • 

The only requirement for membership iE a desire to stop using. 

Ea.c!1 Grou}' should be autonomous, except in matters affecting 
other Groups, or N.A., as a whole. 

5. ~er. Group has but one primary purpo<:e 
mess~ge to the addict who still suffers. 

to cs.rry the 

6. 11!'1 K.A, Group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the N.A. 
name to any rel~ted facility or outside enterprise, lest 
problems of money, property or prestige divert us from our 
primary purpose. 

7. Every K .A. Group ought to be fully self-supporti!'lg, declini!'lg 
outside cor..tribut1ons. 

8. NarcoticE P-~onymous should remain forever non-professional, 
but our Service Centers may employ special workers. 

9. N.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we Itay create 
service boards of committees directly responsible to those 
they serve. 
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- THE TWELVE TRADITIOKS OF N.A. (continued) 

10. N.A. has no opinion or. outside issues; hE:r;ce the ~:.A. name 
ought never be drawn into public controversy. 

11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather 
than promotion; we need. alwa;,·s maintain personal ar-.onymi ty 
at the levEl of press, radio, and films. 

12. Anonymit;,· is the spiritual foundatio!1 of all our Trad.itioz:s, 
ever reminding us to place pr1!1c1ples before personalities. 

THE TWELVE TR.IWITIONS 
(':he Long Form) 

1. EL<ch member of Narcotics Anonymous is but a s:LB.11 part of a great 
whole. N.A. must continue to live or most of us will surely die. 
Hence, our comoon welfare comes first. But ir1d.ividual welfare 
follows close afterward. 

2. For our Group purpose there is but one ultimate authority 
a loving God as Ee may express F.imself in cc.r group conscie:,ce. 

J. Our membership ought to include all who suffer from ad.diction. 
lience we may refuse none who wish to recover. Nor ought N .• L 
membership ever depend upon money or CO!lfOrmi ty. .Ar,y two or 
three addicts gathered together for sobriety m.s.y call themselves 
an N.A. group, provided that, as a group, they have no other 
affiliation. 

4. \.ii th respect to its own affairs, each N .A. group should be 
responsible to no other authority tha!1 its OW!1 conscience. 
But when its plans concern the welfare of neighborir.g groups 
also, those groups ought to be consulted. And no group, 
regional com.rr;ittee, or individual should ever take any actior. 
that might greatly affect N.A. as a whole without conferri:-,g 
with the trustees of the World Service Board. On such issues 
our common welfare is paramount. 

5. Each r;;nrcotics Anonymous group ought to be a spiritual entity 
having but one primary purpose that of carrying its message 
to the addict who still suffers. 

6. Problems of money, property, and authority msy easily divert 
us from our primary spir1 tual aim. We tr.ink, therefo:r e, that 
any considerable property of genuine use to N .A. should be 
separately incorporated and managed, thus dividing the material 
from the spiritual. An N.A. group, as such, should never go 
into business. Secondary aids to N.A. such as clubs or hospitals, 
ought to be incorporated and so set apart that, if necessary, 
they can be freely discarded by the groups. Hence such facilities 
ought not to use the N .A. name. '!'heir manageme:1t sr.culd be the 
sole responsibility of those :people who financially support them. 
For clubs, N .A. managers are uSU!illy preferre~. But hos pi ta ls, 
as well as other places of recuperat10!1, ought to be well outside 
N.A. and medically supervised. W!:1le an N.A. group may 
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THE TWELVE TRADITIONS (The Long Form) (continued) 

6. cooperate with anyone, such cooperation ought never go so far as 
affiliation or endorsement, actual or implied. An N.A. group 
can bind itself to no one. 

7. The N.A. groups themselves ought to be fully supported by the 
voluntary contributions of their own members. We think that 
each group should soon achieve this ideal; that any public 
solicitation of funds using the name of Narcotics Anonymous 
is highly dangerous, whether by groups, clubs, hospitals, or 
other outside agencies: that acceptance of large gifts from 
any source, or of contributions carrying an obligation whatever, 
is unwise. Then too, we view with much concern those N.A. 
treasuries which continue, beyond prudent reserves, to accumulate 
funds for no stated N.A. purpose. Experience has often warned us 
that nothing can so surely destroy our spiritual heritage as futili 
disputes over property, money, and authority. 

8. Narcot~cs Anonymous should remain forever non-professional. We 
define professionalism as the occupation of counseling addicts 
for fees or hire. But we may employ addicts where they are going 
to perform those services for which we might otherwise have to 
engage non-addicts. Such special services may be well recompensed. 
But our usual N.A. "12th Step" work is never to be paid for •. 

9. Each N.A. group needs the least possible organization. Rotating 
leadership is best. The small group mayelect. its secretary, the 
large group its rotating committee, and the groups of a large 
metropolitan area their central or intergroup committee, which 
often employs a full-time secretary. The trustees of the World 
Service Board are, in effect, our N.A. General Service Committee. 
They are the custodians of our N.A. Tradition and the receivers 
of voluntary N.A. contributions by which we :mB.intain our N.A. 
World Service Office in Los Angeles, They are authorized by 
groups to handle our over-all public relations. All such repre
sentatives are to be guided in the spirit of service, for true 
leaders in N.A. are but trusted and experienced servants of the 
whole, They derive no real authority from their titles; they 
do not govern. Universal respect is the key to their usefulness. 

10. No N,A, group or member should ever, in such a way as to implicate 
N.A., express any opinion on outside controversial issues 
particularly those of politics, drug reform, or sectarian religion, 
The Narcotics Anonymous groups oppose no one. Concerning such 
matters they can express no views whatever, 

11. Our relations with the general public should be characterized 
by personal anonymity, We think N.A. ought to avoid sensational 
advertising. Our names and pictures as N.A, members ought not 
be broadcast, filmed, or publicly printed. our public relations 
should be guided by the principal of attraction rather than 
promotion. There is never need to praise ourselves, we feel it 
better to let our friends recommend us. · 
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THE TWELVE TRADITIONS (The Long Form) (continued) 

12, And, finally, we of Narcotics Anonymous believe that the principle 
of anonymity has an immense spiritual significance. It reminds 
us that we are to place principles before personalities; that 
we are actually to practice a genuine humility. This to the end 
that our great blessings may never spoil us; that we shall 
forever live in thankful contemplation of Him who presides over 
us all. 

THE MEMBER 

The front-line, so to speak, of N.A. Service is the individual 
N.A. member. Anyone can be a member the only requirement is a desire 
to stop using. The services that each of us provides are the most 
important in N.A. ·It is the member who carries the message of recovery 
and works with others. Without an active membership there would be no 
need for the rest of this service structure. There would be no N.A. 

The benefits of membership are clear to us all: a drug-free life, 
the chance to grow, friendship, and freedom, However, membership is 
not without its responsibilities. It is the responsibility of each 
member to maintain his or her personal sobriety. Also, it should even
tually be the responsibility of each to share freely his experience, 
strength and hope with the addict who still suffers, and to work to 
ensure that that which was freely given to him remains available to the 
newcomer and the old-timer alike, 

The gathering together of two or more member .addicts for the 
purpose or learning how to live a drug-free life by practicing the 
principles of N.A. constitutes an N.A. Meeting. Vhen such a meeting is 
held regularly, it can become a Group, 

THE GROUP 

An N.A. group is any meeting which meets regularly at a specified 
place and time, providing that it follows the 12 Steps and the 12 Tra
ditions (having no outside affiliations and receiving no outside 
financial support), To facilitate communications and unity and to bettez 
serve N.A., as a whole, groups should register with the World Service 
Office or Narcotics Anonymous. The group is the second level of the 
N.A. Service Structure, 

The primary purpose of an N.A. group is to carry the message to 
the addict who still suffers. However, it also provides to each member 
the chance to express themselves and to hear the experiences of other 
members who are learning how to liTe a better life. There are two basic 
types of groups: Those which are open to the general public and those 
closed to the public (For Addicts Only), Meetings Tary widely in for
mat from group to group, Some are participation meetings, some speakers, 
some question and answer, some special problems discussion, some topic 
discussion, and some have a combination of these formats. 

Despite the type of format a group uses for its meeting, the 
function of a group is always the same: to provide a suitable and 
reliable environment for personal recovery and to promote such recovery. 
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THE GROUP (continued) 

The group has proven to be the most successful vehicle for 12 Step work. 
After sharing one's personal experience, strength and hope, the most 
valuable thing a member can do is to bring prospective new members 
(addicts) to the group meeting. In this way the group meeting becomes 
a place where the newcomers know they can come for help. Often the 
first thing that can open the doors of recovery for addicts 1s the 
recognition of themselves in others. The group provides a setting in 
which the newcomer can find this identification by hearing a number of 
recovering addicts, rather than just one or two. 

The group is the level at which we first find some of the day-to
day business of N.A. being taken care of, There is rent to pay, liter
ature .to buy and distribute, refreshments to be provided, a meeting hall 
to be kept clean, a time schedule to follow, announcements to be made 
and other things to be done for the maintenance of the group. The group 
should stay in contact with other groups in their local area and with 
the rest of N.A., (this can best be accomplished by a number of groups 
in an area creating an Area Service Committee. This will be discussed 
further in this manual), so they can tind out about activities, learn 
of new groups opening up, get new literature, and find out what's 
happening in N.A. This is also the first level at which fellowship 
funds are handled, and the correct use of this money is essential for 
the preservation of the groups, It is at the group level that the 
principle of the Trusted Servant comes into being: "Our leaders are but 
trusted servants, they do not govern". The officers of the group are 
elected by a majority vote of the group conscience. They are: (A} The 
Group Secretary, (B} The Group Treasurer, (C} The Group Service Re
presentative, (D} The Group Service Representative Alternate. These 
trusted servants make-up an informal steering committee, 

(A) The Group Secretarz: 

The Secretary is responsible for the day-to-day functions of the 
group, It is his/her responsibility to assure that the group meeting 
takes place when and where it is suppose to. The secretary selects a 
leader for each meeting, makes sure the coffee or refreshments get made, 
arranges for group business meetings, arranges for the celebration of 
"birthdays", makes sure that the meeting hall is left in proper order, 
and answers all correspondence, This job is important because without 
a good secretary a group has little chance of surviving and providing 
an atmosphere of recovery, 

(B) The Group Treasurer: 

The Treasurer of an N.A. group is responsible for the funds which 
come into the group from the collection, for the handling and distri
bution of these funds. The money collected in our meetings must be 
carefully budgeted. There are numerous expenses necessary for running 
a group. The treasurer keeps an accurate record of all the group's 
financial transactions, meeting log books, maintains the group bank 
account and distributes the money to pay the rent, purchase of 
literature, provide refreshments, buy supplies, and cover the cost 
of any miscellaneous expenses the group 1ncures, In order to 
lll&intain our fellowship and 
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(B) The Group Treasurer: (continued) 

freedom, money which comes from the group collections and member 
contributions must always be used to furtherour primary purpose. A 
group must first support itself. After paying its bills any remaining 
funds should be placed in a group bank account and a reserve adequate 
to run the group for two or three months built up. · After this "prudent 
reserve" has been established, excess funds should be diverted to help 
N.A. as a whole. A group can do this by contributing to the "Area 
Service Committee" or the "Regional Service Committee" which serves 
the group, or through contributions made directly to the World Service 
Office of Narcotics Anonymous. One of the biggest problems we have 
faced has been the misuse of the group's money. This abuse severly 
limits what N.A. can do for recovering addicts. The treasurer has a 
grave responsibility and much thought should be taken in selecting 
a member to perform this function. 

As a general guide we have found that the group treasurer and 
secretary are most successful if they have certain assets necessary for 
the performance of their responsibilities. These qualifications include 

(1) The willingness or desire to serve. 
(2) A history of sobriety (we suggest a minimum of six (6) months 

continuous freedom from all drugs, including alcohol). 
(J) A good working knowledge of the 12 Steps and the 12 Traditions 
(4) An active participation in the group they are to serve. 

The two remaining trusted servants of an N.A. group are the Group 
Service Representative (GSR) and the GSR-Alternate (GSR-Alt.). Because 
the role of the GSR and GSR-Alt. is so important to the success of an 
N.A. group, these two servants will be discussed in greater detail in 
the next section of the manual. 

The group Secretary, the Treasurer, and the GSR serve for a period 
of one year. ·Arter which time they are succeeded by another member who 
has been elected by the group. The use of any drugs, including alcohol, 
while serving as a group servant constitutes an automatic resignation 
of that office. 

NOTE: One of the responsibilities of group officers not aften talked 
about is to train group members to replace them. A group can be 
strengthened by new officers who are prepared to take over the respon
sibilities of those they replace. Continuity of service can be aided 
by staggering the election of servants and overlapping the terms of 
service. Example: A group Secretary might be elected in November to 
begin serving in January and the Treasurer elected in March to begin in 
May. This would always allow a group to have representation from 
experienced officers. Remember: Choose your trusted servants well. 
It is you whom they will be serving. 

(C) &,(D) The Group Service Representative & G.S.R. Alternate: 

The Group Service Representative (GSR) is first ·in the line of 
communication between the group and· N.A. as a whole.· He/She is the link 
that binds the groups together in the performance of our primary purpose 
It is their responsibility to keep the group informed and to express 
the group's conscience in all matters. In other words, he is infact 
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(C) & (D) The Group SerTice Representative & G.S.R. Alt: (continued) 

the voice of his group, Electing GSR's who will take an active part in 
the business of N,A. is probably the most important thing we can do to 
improve the unity of the fellowship, Active representation, more than 
any other thing, can strengthen the ties that bind us together and 
promote our common welfare, 

. The GSR speaks for his group at Area Service Committee meetings, 
He takes part 1n the planning and implementation of any functions which 
affect the members of his group. As a result of his participation he 
can keep his group informed about what is happening in N.A. A group 
member should always be able to go to his representative and find out 
about activities, other groups, how the serTice structure of N.A. works, 
the Traditions, and how they can become more 1nTolved, 

A Group Service RepresentatiTe normally serves for a period of 
two (2) years. The first year is spent as a GSR-Alternate, working 
closely with the existing GSR, learning the duties of the office and 
taking over 1n case the GSR is 111, or cannot, for any reason, continue 
to serve, Also, if the GSR cannot attend one of the monthly Area Com
mittee Meetings, the Alternate has the power to vote in his absence. 
The second year he becomes the group's GSR, taking over the full res
ponsibilities and functions of the office, and in turn is helped by a 
newly elected Alternate, This "apprentice" system serves two purposes: 
first of all, it helps to provide a continuity of service which never 
leaves a group unrepresented: and, secondly, the year spent as an 
Alternate provides the training necessary for a good GSR. As you can 
see, the role of the GSE is not a simple one, nor one to be taken 
lightly, The election of good GSR's and Alternates is probably the most 
important thing that you, as an individual, can do for the unityof N.A. 
In choosing your representative, remember that he or she is your voice 
and your ears in N.A. If you wish to be well represented and well 
informed, it is your responsibility to elect the best possible nominee. 
For this reason we suggest that candidates for GSR should have: 

(1) 
(2) 

!4l 
(5) 

The willingness or desire to serve, 
A history of sobriety (we suggest a minimum of one (1) 
year of continuous freedom from drugs, including alcohol), 
An active participation in the groups they are to serve . 

. A_good working knowledge of the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions. 
An understanding of the service structure of N.A. and the 
responsibilities of the GSR. 

The requirements for the office of GSR-Alternate are the same as 
those for GSR, except that there 1s a minimum of six (6) months of 
continuous freedom from drugs, including alcohol, These qual1f1cations 
are not, of course, hard fast rules, They are, however, some of the 
things you should consider in the selection of your representatives, 
The Group Service Representative, as we hs.ve described him, is your 
link to the rest of N.A. He is also the tie that binds the personal 
service you and your group perform to the next type of service which is 
offered by N.A.-General Service, 

It is suggested that when holding elections for group officers, 
the description of each officer's job and the suggested qu~lifieations 
for nominees be read from this manual in order that the nominees and 
the group as a whole fully appreciate the responsibilities and ramifi
cations of each office, 



GENERAL SERVICE 

The next level of service in N.A. is General Service. General 
Service provides the support necessary for groups of N.A. members so 
that they can work together for their common welfare. 

In 1969, N.A.•s first committee, specifically designed to fill 
our general service needs, was established. This group and others like 
it have contributed greatly to the growth of N.A. However, today it 
is no longer enough to have a few members getting together to keep their 
groups going. N.A. has grown and is continuing to grow. 

General Service is divided into sections, the Area and the Region. 
The-se are both geographic and functional designations. The Area is 
designed to provide service to individual groups with specific needs, 
and the Region to provide service to many groups with common needs. 
This difference in function is important to keep in mind as we discuss, 
in the following section, these two levels of service, because in many 
ways they provide very similar services. Our experience has shown that 
from time to time our groups have problems which they cannot handle on 
their own. In the spirit of our fellowship, we as individuals seek help 
from one another to deal with our living problems: just so, groups can 
find help from other groups. For this reason General Service Committees 
have been established. However, most of the problems a group faces are 
of such a nature that another group located many miles away can be of 
little assistance. Only a nearby. group can help and for this reason our 
General Service structure is made up of both Regional and Area committeei 

A "DESIGNATED AREA" within N.A. is any local area, community or 
town with a significant number of N.A. meetings. For example, we have 
found it convenient to think of an area as any community or communities 
which comprise a single telephone directory. This concept seems ade
quate for our needs today; however, any set of groups within definable 
geographic boundaries who need to function together as an area can be 
a "Designated Area". 

A "DESIGNATED REGION" is a broader geographic unit 1!8de up of one 
or more Areas, Normally we consider a Region to be any state in the 
United States, or any other country. Again, the definition of a Region 
is ultimately one of need; any N.A. Areas which can show this need can 
be considered a designated Region. A good example of this as it exists 
at the time of this publication are the Northern and Southern Regions 
of N.A. in California. In the future, it may be necessary to break this 
down even further. We feel it ls necessary to stress that for the pur
pose of .N .A., the designations of Area and Region should always be based 
on specific need rather than on resentment, insanity, or personalities. 

AREA SERVICE COMMITTEE 

An Area Service Committee (ASC) is a committee made up of repre
sentatives (GSR's) from all groups within a designated area, which meets 
monthly for the express purpose of serving the specific needs of its 
member groups, · · · 

There are certain facilities which are necessary to the service 
provided by the ASC. In the beginning these may simply be a permanent 
mailing address (usually a Post Office Box), a bank account, and a placE 
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AREA SERVICE COMMITTEE (continued) 

to hold meetings (often a private home, though experience recommends 
moving the meeting to neutral ground as soon as possible; i.e. civic 
meeting halls, YMCA's, synagogues, churches, etc.) As the membership 
and number of groups within an area increases, or when the groups decide 
that they need a broader spectrum of services, more facilities may be 
needed. These might include a telephone answering referral service, a 
ditto machine, a typewriter and an adding machine, and a place to store 
literature, among other things. As an Area grows still more, the mem
bers may decide to consolidate and improve these facilities by opening 
and staffing a local office. At all times, however, these facilities 
MUST reflect the needs of the Area if they are to be an asset to the 
group rather than a burden. 

In order to co-ordinate its services, each ASC elects officers. 
These officers include a Chairperson, a Vice-Chairperson, a Secretary, 
a Treasurer, an Area Service Representative (ASR) and an Area Service 
Representative-Alternate (ASR-ALT). Leadership must come from the 
officers. They must have the enthusiasm and know how of the individual 
committee member, plus the ability to organize and give the committee 
direction and incentive. Upon election the officers shall resign as 
GSR 1 s enabling their groups to elect new representatives; thus, insurinE 
all groups equality of representation. 

1) 

2) 

J) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

The Chairperson arranges an agenda for and presides over the 
monthly meetings. He is also responsible for correspondence. 
At committee meetings he can vote only in case of a tie. The 
Chairperson must be capable of running a business meeting with 
firm, yet understanding, hand. For this reason, it is sug
gested that he/she have a minimum of three (3) years of 
abstinence. 

The Vice-Chairperson co-ordinates all sub-committee functions. 
In the a~sence of the Chairperson, the Vice-Chairperson shall 
perform the duties of the Chairperson. It is suggested that 
the Vice-Chairperson have a minimum Of one (1) year abstinence 

The Secretary keeps accurate minutes of each ASC business 
meetingand types and distributes copies of these minutes to 
each GSR no later than one (1) week prior to the next ASC 
Meeting. He/She shall be one of the co-signers of the com
mittee• s bank account. It is suggested that the Secretary 
have a minimu!ll of one (l) year abstinence. 

The Treasurer shall make a report of contributions and expen
ditures at every regular ASC meeting, as well as an annual 
report at the end of the calendar year. He/She shall be the 
other co-signer on the committee's bank account. The Trea
surer can also be made responsible for bulk purchases of 
literature for the groups. It is suggested that the Treasurer 
have a minimum of two (2) years of abstinence. 

The Area Service Represen.tative (ASR). 

The Area Service Representative-Alternate (ASR-ALT). 

The function of these last two comm1ttee members will be covered 
in more detail in the next sect1on of this manual. All these officers 
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AREA SERVICE COMMITTEE (continued) 

are elected yearly from amoung the active Group Service Representatives. 
They do not normally represent any group and have no vote in the 
committee. Any committee worker or officer may be removed during their 
term in office by a majority vote of the ASC. Also, all committee 
members and workers may succeed themselves in office, but in keeping 
with the 9th Tradition and the principle of rotating leadership, it is 
recommended that no officer serve more than two (2) consecutive terms. 

Because groups, just like individuals, find it hard to survive 
along, one of the most important functions of the ASC is to encourage 
new membership, This can, of course, be successfully accomplished only 
by active 12th Step work. For this reason, each ASC should maintain an 
accurate 12 Step and sponsor list, put together a notice of its 
meetings and post this notice in places where people can see it, pro
vide for periodic public service announcements, keep in contact with 
local authorities and referral agencies, and perhaps arrange for an 
answering service to take calls which can then be referred to members 
on the 12 Step list. our primary aim is to bring the newcomer into our 
fellowship in the hope that he, too, can benefit from our way of life .. 

Another major function of our ASC's is initiating activities which 
can make cleanliness even more attractive to the newcomer, give the 
member an opportunity to learn how to function drug-free on a social 
level, and which gives us a chance to gather together to celebrate 
living. These local activities could include dances, picnics, parties, 
dinners, breakfasts, round-robin meetings, and any other functions 
which the committee feels would benefit its groups. 

The third and most important service which the ASC provides is 
that of group support. Whenever a group has a specific problem or need 
which it has not been able to handle on its own, it can come to its 
Area Service Committee for help. These problems are almost limitless 
in scope; however, we have learned that we can get much accomplished 
when we work together. 

The committee performs other functions which are of help to the 
groups. It can help new groups get started or give aid to floundering 
groups. It might scout an area for potential meeting places; might 
encourage members of other groups to attend meetings which need support; 
or might keep a stock of literature which the groups can purchase with
out waiting for mail to get to and from the World Service Office. The 
point is that the ASC handles whatever functions are necessary or 
helpful to its groups. 

In order to provide these services the ASC needs the active 
participation of its GSR's, the facilities already mentioned, and 
qualified leaders, The group supports its Area Service Committee both 
financially and emotionally. It takes money to provide the services 
we have described. It is the groups' responsibility to offer this 
support. When an ASC is first formed, this need ~or tunds may be 
minimal; just enough to pay for a Post Office Box, to rent a hall once 
a month, and to serve refreshments. However, as an Area grows so the 
financial needs of the committee also grow. In order to provide a full 
line Of services it requires a steady, reliable input of aoney. Some 
Areas have tried to provide these funds through their activities. ThesE 
alternate courses of financial support are helpful, but the bulk or the 
responsibility still ralls on the member of the group. 
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AREA SERVICE COMMITTEE (continued) 

The active participation of each group representative is essential 
for a successful ASC. Each GSR must keep his/her group informed and 
must represent that group's spiritual conscience in all committee deci
sions. In addition to this, a GSR participates in helping to carry out 
the ASC's other specific functions. The attracting of new members, the 
planning and implementation of activities, and the aid given to groups 
with special problems are services which require zuch more effort than 
a monthly meeting. Most ASC's have found that a sub-committee system is 
necessary to provide these services. A sub-committee does the actual 
work necessary to implement ASC programs. These sub-committees normally 
deal with a single service, such as 12 Step work, and may meet or do the 
work as needed during the. month between regular ASC meetings. (A word 
to the wise: sub-committees are notorious for getting lost in their own 
dust as they stumble down the road of uncertain destiny; therefore, the 
Vice-Chairperson's job of co-ordinating these sub-committees is indeed 
an important one,) 

THE AREA SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE 

The Area Service Representative (ASR) is to the ASC what the GSR 
is to the group. As the representative of the Area, the ASR speaks for 
the members and groups within his Area Committee. The primary respon
sibility of the ASR is to work for the good of N.A. as a whole by 
providing two-way communication between his/her Area and the rest of 
N.A., particularly with neighboring ASC 1 s. lie/She represents the group 
conscience Of the ASC at the Regional level and at the World Service 
Conference level*, The ASR attends all Regional Service Committee 
meetings and takes part in any decisions which affect the region as a 
whole, speaking as the voice of his ASC's group conscience, The ASR may 
serve on one or more of its sub-committees. The office of ASR is an 
immensely important one, for the ASR is the next link in expressing the 
will of a loving God. An ASR must be able to work for the common good, 
placing principles before personalities at all times, Therefore, in 
addition to the regular qualifications for GSR's it is recommended that 
moninees to the p.ost Of ASR also have: 

l) 
2) 

J) 

Service Experience, 
The willingness to give the time and.resources necessary for 
the job. 
A minimum of three (J) years of continous abstinence from 
all mind-altering chemicals. 

The office of ASR also parallels that of GSR in that it is a two 
(2) year commitment. The first year Of service is spent as ASR-Alternat' 
becoming familiar with the job, attending all ASC and RSC meetings and 
filling in for the ASR if he is absent or for any reason unable to 
complete his term in office, Naturally, the recommended qualifications 
for election as ASR-ALT. are the same as for ASR, with one exception1 
a minimum Of 'two (2) years continuous sobriety, 

Election of Officers: 
Committee off1cers should be elected from the activ 

GSR 1 s, but·c;an be elected from the active members that are in its area. 
Service experiences are a value: i.e., Secretary, Treasurer, pane1 mem
ber in institutions, etc, etc, 

*For further explanation, see section of Regional SerTice Representative 
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REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE 

The Regional Service Committee (RSC) is a committee made up of the 
ASR's from all the Areas within a designated Region, This service com
mittee is designed to provide service to its member areas, and should 
be duly registered with the World Service Office. The ASC and the RSC 
are similar in nature and purpose, but their respective functions are 
slightly different. While the ASC serves the specific needs of the 
individual member groups, the RSC serves the common needs of its member 
areas. 

One of the primary aims of the RSC is to unify the Areas and Groups 
within its jurisdiction. Another aim is to carry N.A.'s message of 
recovery, in strict accordance with the 12 Traditions, to addicts who 
cannot attend regular meetings, through contact with various institu
tions. A third basic function of this collllittee is to contribute to the 
growth of N.A. as a whole, both by initiating much of the work to be 
finalized at the World Service Conference and by helping to support our 
World Services. Ingrained in these basic functions is, of course, our 
primary purpose of carrying the message of recovery to the addict who 
still suffers. The desire to more effectively achieve this goal iS the 
reason that our entire Service Structure, including the RSC, exists. 

Just as the ASC often deals with problems that the groups cannot 
resolve on their own, so the RSC tries to solve problems that the Area 
cannot deal with on their own. This is one way in which the RSC strives 
for unity; another is by providing a meeting place for Areas and a cen
ter of communication with other Regions and N.A. as a whole, 

The Regional Service Committee is also responsible for 11&jor 
activities such as Conventions, Retreats, and Round-ups, These also can 
be considered functions to stimulate N.A. unity. Most of us have, at 
some time, attended an activity of this type and we are aware of the 
unity, creative action, and fellowship they can create. Each Region is 
encouraged to hold at least one major function or activity each year. 
These can be as simple as a camping trip or as involved as a convention: 
it doesn't really matter: they all provide the same stimulus. Usually 
the planning and implementation of such an event is left to a Regional 
activities sub-committee specifically established for this purpose. We 
have found that a sub-co!l.lllittee system is even more important at the 
Regional level than it is in our areas. This is because the RSC covers 
a greater number of meetings and only aeets every two or three months, 
By necessity, most of the work (excluding 1118.jor decisions and matters of 
conscience) must be done by sub-colDlllittees. Only the initiation and the 
finalization of a project takes place 1n the regular RSC meeting. 

OUr Traditions say that our primary purpose is to carry the messag! 
to the addict who still suffers. This is just as true for the RSC as it 
is for any group. All RSC functions have this purpose as a goal: some 
functions, however, relate directly to carrying the message. As we have 
noted, the Areas basically work to bring the addict to the fellowship, 
through public relations, public service announcements and advertising. 
The RSC's basic means of attracting addicts is to take the message to 
the addict. Institutional work is the responsibility ~f the RSC, and is 
usually handled by one or more sub-committees, Most of the violations 
Of our Sixth, SeTenth, and Eighth Trad1t1ons occur within this type of 
work. Drug programs, recovery houses, mental health groups, hospitals, 
criminal diversion courses, drug and alcoholism schools, and other 



REGIONAL SERVICE COMMITTEE (continued) 

organizations which have requested N.A. speakers, panels or meetings for 
the benefit of their residents, patients, or members have at times used 
the name of Narcotics Anonymous as part of their publicity and as a means 
to obtain financial grants. These types of MISUSES of the N.A. name and 
violations of the N.A. Traditions must be avoided at all costs. 

Another important part of the RSC's function is to contribute to 
our World Services. Regional support in the nature of funds, ideas, and 
confidence is essential to the work of our World Services. Any excess 
funds which accumulate. at the Regional level should be contributed di
rectly to the w.s.o. The RSC itself has little need of large amounts of 
money, since it has no stationary facilities and, therefore, need pay no 
rent. Monies are needed for major activities, though these are ideally 
self-sustaining, with enough money left over from one activity to secure 
the next. However, the RSC does need money to operate. There are 
expenses: most RSC 1 s normally publish quarterly meeting directories; 
large quantities of literature are often supplied to institutions and 
hospitals (though in some cases this is handled through a separte insti
tutional literature fund); most Regions sponsor their representatives 
to the World Service Conference; and groups of any kind require mis
cellaneous funds for postage, stationary supplies and the like. Your 
RSC needs your support and the support of your group. Most of the 
suggestions, ideas, and new literature presented at the World Service 
Conference are initiated at the regional level. These are submitted in 
writing to the proper sub-committee of the WSC prior to the conference 
itself in order to be placed on the agenda. 

Like the ASC, the RSC elects officers each year from amoung its 
member ASR's and ASR-Alternates. They include: 1) a Chairperson, 
2) a Vice-Chairperson, J) a Secretary, and 4) a Treasurer, 

Their functions and responsibilities are identical with those of 
the ASC officers. The RSC also elects a Regional Service Representative 
(RSR) and a Regional Service Representative Alternate (RSR-ALT.) who 
speaks for his/her Region at the World Service Conference (WSC). (Note: 
These servants are the counterpart of the GSR and the ASR, and, will be 
discussed in more detail in the next section of this pamphlet.) Often, 
because of the limited number of people to choose from, one person may 
be elected to serve both as Chairperson and as RSR, and another may be 
elected to serve as Vice-Chairperson and RSR-ALT. -

Both the Area and the Regional Service Committees are autonymous, 
just as the groups they serve, "except in matters that effect other 
groups or N.A. as a whole". Thus, the first thing an RSC must have in 
order to establish its identity is a permanent mailing address {Post 
Office Box). After the p;o. Box, the next thing an RSC should do is to 
register w1th the World Service Office. Groups and committees must be 
registered if they are to be listed in the World Directory, and in order 
to receive information and support from WSO. 

The final thing that must be done when forming a group or a com
mittee is to set down some kind of framework or guidelines within which 
to function. For our groups, this is usually a simple format which 
describes the type of meeting to be held and tell.a the leader how to 
proceed in holding it. our committees also need a format in order to 
keep their meetings orderly. And, in addition, they need some kind of 
guidelines in order to maintain their serTiee functions. 
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REGIONAL SERVICE COMMI'I'I'EE (continued) 

Meeting formats vary widely from group to group, but usually con
sist of a statement defining the group, readings from our pamphlet, the 
body of the meeting, announcements from the Secretary and the GSR, and 
a collection. The format of an ASC meeting might consist of a definitive 
statement, the reading of our Traditions, a roll call and a report from 
the Treasurer, old business (including work in progress, sub-committee 
reports, and announcements from the ASR), new business (including a 
report from each group), announcements, a collection, and a closing 
prayer. Generally, ASC meetings are fairly flexible in their formats in 
order to deal with the wide variety of problems which might come up. 

RSC meetings, on the other hand, are usually pretty well struc
tured. The format of an RSC meeting is virtually identical to that of 
an ASC meeting, but the RSC deals primarily with common problems, work1n! 
on a broader scale. Some regions have fcund 1t valuable to conduct the1l 
meetings according to a pre-arranged agenda. During the time since the1i 
last meeting, the RSC officers have been in touch with the Area officers 
and collected topics for discussion and problems to be considered at 
the up coming RSC meeting. In this way, area problems can be dealt with 
on a priority basis, and similar problems can be combined to prevent 
duplication of efforts. 

Each service committee should have some kind of guidelines to 
insure that its services continue to be provided regardless of changes 
in officers or representatives. These guidelines should include a 
description of the committee, its purpose, and the scope of its 
service and should define the functions and respons1b1lit1es of its 
members, officers, and sub-committees. , 

The General Service Committees are the real working bodies of 
Narcotics Anonymous. It ls these committees which can cont1bute 
more to the growth of N.A. than any other parts of our service struc
ture. However, in order to function, they need active support: 
your support. Choose your representatives carefully; participate 
in group functions; get involved in N.A.; seek to serve where and 
when you can. The work ls hard and often there seems to be little 
getting accomplished. But beyond helping you stay clean and sober, 
your personal return will be a thousand fold. 

THE REGIONAL SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE: 

The Regional Service Representative (RSR) is to the region what 
the GSR is to the group and the ASR is to the area, The RSR repre
sents and speaks for the members and groups that ccmprise his/her 
Regional Service Committee. The primary responsibility of the RSR 
is to work for the good of N.A. as a whole by providing two-way 
communication between his/her region and the rest of N.A. He ls the 
fellowship's link with the world Service Branches of the N.A. service 
structure (i.e., with the World Service Office, the world Service 
Board, and the World Service Conference). He provides two-way com
munication between these serTlce levels and the Tarious Areas within 
his region and the region as a whole: he receives minutes from the 
business meetings of the World SerTice Orfice and the world service 
Board, and he reports thereon at each regular RSC meeting. He attends 
all RSC meetings and as many ASC meetings as possible. If he cannot 
attend a particular ASC meeting, he supplies that Area's ASR with 
his report on the world Service Branches, so that each .Area can remain 
_... __ ,.,_ ..,_"" .... -- .... ~ -- +\..,,. n ... .._~._.\+ac ,..,.f' cr.11 1.-~a1,ii: n1" ~ A_ S"'!"'T1.0e~ 



THE REGIONAL SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE: (continued) 

The office of Regional Service Representative is a year round job. 
The RSR attends and is a member of the annual world Service Conference, 
and takes part in any decisions which affect N.A. as a whole*. The RSR 
serves on one or more Conference committees, receives Conference infor
mation and requests from the wso and WSB, works closely with Regional 
Officers and sub-committees, and is a source of information or guidance 
in matters concerning the Twelve ';fraditions or N.A. as a whole, 

Except in those eases where the Chairperson of the RSC also serves 
as the RSR, the RSR is elected in the following manner: Each year the 
RSR nominates potential Regional Service Representative-Alternates from 
among the qualified members in their region. These nominations are then 
taken through the Area committees to their groups for a group conscience 
vote. The results of this vote are reported back to the RSC and the 
nominee who receives support from the most groups becomes the RSR-Alter
nate for the following year. An RSR normally serves for a period of 
two (2) years:- the first as an alternate representative and the second 
as a voting representative. The RSR-Alternate also fills in if the RSR 
is absent for any reason or is unable to complete his term in office. 

In order for the RSR to do a good job, it is recommended that each 
nominee should have the following qualifications: 

1) 
2) 
Jl 

4) 

5) 

A commitment to service. 
Service experience. 
The willingness to give the time and resources necessary to 
do the job. 
A minimum of five (5) years of continuous abstinence from 
all drugs, including alcohol (four (4) years for the RSR-ALT). 
A good working knowledge of the Twelve Steps andthe Twelve 
Traditions of our fellowship. 

Our Regional Service Representatives should be selected from among 
our best informed, most trusted, and most active members in order that 
they may best serve our needs and the needs of N.A. as a whole. 

*In order that the fellowship may have a more fairly audible 
voice at the highest level of group conscience decision making in 
Narcotics Anonymous: until such time as the various ASC's within 
N A have joined together in forming Regional Service Committees, 
r;p;esentation of the fellowship at the World Service conference 
level shall consist of all ASR's from all Area Service Committees 
duly registered with the World Service Office. 
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WORLD SERVICE 

The final type of service which N.A. offers is World Service, 
These are the services which deal with the problems and needs of N.A. 
as a whole and which N.A. offers to its members, its groups, and to 
society. The basic purposes of our World Services are communication, 
co-ordinat1on, information, and guidance. We provide these services so 
that our groups and members can more successfully carry the message of 
recovery, and, so that our program of recovery can be made more available 
to addicts everywhere. 

Our World Servies include three specific bodies: l) the World 
Service Office, 2) the World Service Board, and J) the World Service 
Conference, These three branches of service are interrelated and work 
together to benefit all of N.A. However, each branch of World Service 
functions within its own framework and guidelines. 

Within our World Services we again find new service concepts 
developing. First, our World Services work forthe good of all of N.A. 
Although all parts of our service structure affect and are affected by 
N.A. as a whole, only at this level do we find service bodies designed 
to deal with problems which involve our entire fellowshfp. A second 
new concept found at this level is that of the non-addict servant. These 
individuals have valuable skills from which our fellowship can benefit. 

THE WORID SERVICE OFFICE 

Probably the single busiest part of our service structure is the 
world Service Office (WSO}. WSO is the main contact and distribution 
point. 

One of the most important functions of the WSO is to link our 
widespread groups and members into a single cohesive fellowship, The 
WSO stays in close contact with our Groups, Areas, and Regions. This 
contact is maintained through correspondence, our quarterly newsletter, 
and through the representatives within our service structure. wso offer: 
considerable aid to new groups, existing groups with special problems, 
institutional groups, groups outside the United States, members who 
travel extensively, and loners. This aid is in the nature ofsharing the 
experience which other groups and members have reported to the WSO, and 
by putting those who seek aid in touch with other groups or members 
within our fellowship. 

Another major function of WSO is the publication and distribution 
of literature, This office publishes yearly a World Directory, quar
terly Newletters, all World Service Conference material, and new 
literature in English and other languages. In order to provide these 
publications, WSO needs financial support. WSO is also responsible for 
the printing, warehousing, and distribution of all existing literature. 
Additionally, a number of kits such as our starter kit are available. 
As a sideline to literature, the WSO also offers reel-to-reel and 
cassette tape recordings of important N .A. functions, personal "Pi tches 11

, 

typical meetings, and discussions on various topics. 

Another very lmportant functlon of our Wor1d Serviee Of~1ee is to 
co-ordinate our World Service Conference. WSO is responsible for the 
planning of the Conference itself. selecting a suitable site, locating 
lodging, arranging for meals, notifying the representatives, and admin
istrating all the details necessary for the Conference to take place. 
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THE WORLD SERVICE OFFICE (continued) 

If, and when, N.A. has a truly internationsl convention, the adminis
tration and co-ordination of this event will also be the responsibility 
~f the World Service Office, 

In order to provide communication, co-ordination, information, and· 
guidance services, the WSO must keep extensive files of correspondence 
and other records, These files include: letters to and from those who 
have contacted WSO; a file of all correspondence with each N.A. group; 
a record of all starter kits sent out; the name, address, andtelephone 
number of all GSR 1 s, ASR's, and RSR 1 s; and, the addresses of all 
General Service Committees and their officers. Along with these files 
and records, WSO keeps the archives of N,A.'s history. These archives 
contain relevant documents, newspaper articles, photos of original 
meeting places, etc. Records such as these are necessary so that we 
may learn from our past mistakes, stay in contact with all of N.A. and 
serve our fellowship. 

One of the most difficult jobs of the World Service Office is 
dealing with public anonymity breaks. Due to the nature of our fellow
ship, no part of our service structure should ever serve as a disci
plinarian; this would not be in keeping with our basic principles. 
When public anonymity breaks do occur, the WSO does function in an 
educational role, We try to explain to the individual or group and the 
media involved that actions of this type are in violation of our Tradi
tions, and that this type of publicity can potentially cause grave 
problems which could threaten the survival of our fellowship. It is 
never our place to attempt to punish we can only try to prevent the 
re-occurrence or this type of problem, 

The final WSO function we shall discuss is that of public relation; 
Much of our mail consists of requests for information from individuals, 
agencies, and other drug programs. It is our policy to answer each 
inquiry; however, we stress that our function is not informational or 
referral. our program is principles and people, our relationship with 
those outside our fellowship is cooperative and our Traditions make it 
clear that we must stay unattached if we are to survive. 

All these functions make it necessary for our World Serive Office 
to be more of a 11 business 11 than a part of the fellowship. WSO is 
separate from N,A,, but works for N.A. WSO,.Inc. functions as a 
non-profit corporation: with managers, departments, administrators, 
paid employees, subsidiaries, and the like, The corporation has five 
(5) regular members who act as the Board of Directors of wso and are 
its officers: President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Director, and 
Secretary, WSO, Inc. operates under a standard set of corporate by-laws 
with this amendment: 1!Xhe Board. of. Directors. and. any additional boards 
or cOJlllllittees shall. be subject to and abide by the TWELVE TRADITIONS 
as stated in the book entitled Narcotics Anonymousn, 

our office is administrated by our World Service Board and acts 
upon the directives of our World Service Conference, WSO is truly a 
business: 1ts raw material is the program; its product 1s sobriety, 
and its function is service, 
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The World Service Board (WSB) of Narcotics Anonymous has the 
broadest scope of any branch of our service structure, The responsi
bility of this board is to help deal with anything that affects N.A. as 
a whole; either internally or externally. All things which may endanger 
the existence of our fellowship or limit our growth are of concern to 
the WSB. This board does not, however, govern, Its nature is that of 
a custodian, providing guidance. The members of the World Service Board 
are known as Trustees and cons~"ts of both addicts and non-addicts. 
Their only purpose is to serve'the best interests of our fellowship, and 
through the world Service Conference we give them the authority to do 
this, 

Like the World Service Office, our World Service Board functions 
as an entity apart from our program per se, All the actions of the 
Board areguided by our Traditions. Although the primary aim of the 
Board is to ensure the maintenance of the Twelve Traditions, they also 
serve in many other capacities and have other responsibilities. 

The WSB is -•JJEiiletble·:!'er the administration of our World Service 
Office. In this capacity they strive to increase the effectiveness of 
its many functions and co-ordinate its activities, In order to perform 
this function and others, the WSB utilizes a sub-committee system 
similar to that used ·by our ASC 1 s and RSC 1 s; the main difference is tha 
the Trustee committees are permanent, while the General Service sub-

.. committees are usually set-up to deal with specific needs and disbanded 
\ .rwhen their job is done, -~e standing colllll!1ttees of th~~r-v-1-ee 

Board 1.nc..lud.e-:---J)utrttc-re-b: t ions, H:-17ePa-t11re,-1-ns-t-1-tu-t-1-ened-;-Wor:td:---· 
~servlce Oft1ee, and World SePV-~l'E!ne-eo 

\ /~-, . '.\ 

\ - \\ .. Thes~ commi tt'!.es meet throug~out the yeli!.r and ar.e comJ)~sed of 
1 Trustees, members, and an occasions>l non-addic.:t. Comm1'ttee members are 

. ·,y .' selec't.ed on 'a .. 11 what t~y have to offer" basis a11d each brings ).p.~al 
~~ ~skills\~r expe.:rience rel~_-v:ant to the C'OJl11ll1ttee ful'.1-_ction. ·"... 

The internal structure of the World Service Board is different 
from the rest of our service branches. The Trustees do not represent -
they serve, This service is for an indefinite term; however, each 
trusteeship is reaffirmed yearly to ensure the continuation and quality 
of service; The WSB works closely with the World Service Conference 
and Conference committees, but functions within its own guidelines. 

I '-..' ,/j\ ,7 I J ' 
1· \ , _ .)-1'-J..-c'·/,___._ I,-,, t-i /1 ~i "'-"' .. "" 
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, ·- / GUIDELINES OF THE BOARD oic! TRUSTEES oF NARcoTrcs ANONYMOUS, 

•-. ____ , 
/'I •. The purpose of The Board of 

The Board) is to insure the 
Anonymous. 

Trustees (hereafter ref erred to as 
continuat~on and growth of Narcotics 

II. The functions of The Board are: 
A. To deal with those things, both within and outside the 

fellowship, which affect the continuation and growth of 
N.A. 

B. To actively seek to insure the mainta1nance of the Twelve 
Traditlons or Narcotlcs Anonymoua. . 

c. To actively seek and encourage ways of carrying the 
message of recovery to the addict who still suffers. 

Ii ~-· --~-,-> 
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GUIDELINES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: (continued) 

II. (continued) 
The Board and its members are responsible to the fellowship 
as a whole through our service structure: and must remain 
responsive to the needs of the fellowship. 

III. The Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous 
(Editor's note: see Page~> 
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GUIDELINES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: (continued) 

IV. The membership of the Board of Trustees of Narcotics Anonymous 
conforms to the following: 

A. The number of Trustees serving at any time is limited to 
a maximum of fifteen (15). There need not be a full 
complement of Trustees serving at any given time; 
ultimately, the number of active Trustees will be 
determined by need. 

B. Trusteeship is of two basic types: Addict and Non-Addict. 
Of the actiTe Trustees, at least two-thirds (2/J) are 
recovered drug addicts. 

c. At least one-half (1/2) of the active Trustees reside 
_within commuting distance of the World Service Office (WSO). 

D. The Qualifications required of Addict Trustees include: 
1. The willingness to serve as an active member of the 

Board. 
2. Nomination at the World Service Conference (WSC). 
J. A commitment to service as shown by experience 

working as a member of other N.A. service committees, 
and his or her contributions to the continuation and 
growth of the fellowship. 

4. The time and resources necessary for active Trusteeship. 
5, A minimum of five (5) years continuous abstinance from 

drugs, including alcohol. 
6. A good working knowledge of the Twelve Traditions of 

N.A. 
E. The Qualifications required of our Non-Addict Trustees are: 

l. The willingness to serve as an active member of the 
Board. 

2, Nomination at the World Service Conference (WSC). 
J. The time and resources necessary for active Trusteeship. 
4, A good working knowledge of the Twelve Traditions of 

N.A. 
5. A good understanding of the nature of the addict and 

of our program of recovery, 
F. A Trustee is selected by the following procedure: 

1. Candidates for the Board are nominated at the World 
Service Conference (WSC). 

2, Following the WSC, or whenever needed, the Board selects 
its replacements or new Trustees from the list of 
Conference Nominees. 

G. The term of Trusteeship for a member of the Board of Trustees 
of Narcotics Anonymous is indefinite, 

H. A Trustee may be removed from office for due cause: 
1. Upon a two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of the entire 

Board, any member of the Board is immediately terminated. 
2, The procedure for such a vote is as follows: 

a. Upon receipt of a written•statement of cause', 
the Chairman Of the Board of Trustees calls a 
special meeting Of the Board. (In the case where 
the trusteeship of the Chairman is in question,, 
the Vice-Chairman takes charge of this procedure.) 
Each Trustee is notified of this meeting and suppli4 
a copy or the •atatement er cause• at 1ea~t one (1) 
month.prior to the meeting date, 
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GUIDELINES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: (continued) 

H. 2, (continued) 
b, At the meeting the author of the •statment of cause' 

and the Trustee 1n question are each allowed twenty 
(20) minutes to express their points of view, Other 
Trustees are then allowed to ask direct questions 
of either or both parties for an additional twenty 
(20) minutes. 

c, A roll call vote of all Trustees is then called. 
If the required two thirds (2/3) majority decision 
can be determined by those Trustees present, then 
the vote is considered final. If, however, the 
decision cannot be determined by those present, 
a copy of the minutes and a request for immediate 
reply is sent to each absent Trustee. As soon as 
the required majority or lack of required majority 
can be determined the issue is closed and the 
decision of the Board is final. 

I, The resignation, retirement, or removal of a Trustee does 
not exclude him or her from future nomination at the World 
Service Conference (WSC). 

V. In order to function more effectively, the Board of Trustees of 
Narcotics Anonymous elects officers. 
A. The officers of the Board of Trustees include: 

1. The Chairman 
2. The Vice-Chairman 
3. The Secretary 

B. The duties of these officers are: 
l, The Chairman of the Board of Trustees: 

a. Presides over all Trustee meetings. 
b. Has such powers and performs such duties as may 

be required, from time to time, by the Board. 
c, May appoint and define the duties of committees 

as authorized by the Board. 
d, Is elected from, and is a member of, the Board. 

2. The Vice-Chairman of the Board of Trustees: 
a. Performs all the duties of and has all the powers 

of the Chairman in his or her absence. 
b. Has such powers and performs such duties as may 

be required, from time to time, by the Board. 
c. Is elected from, and is a member of, the Board. 

J. The Secretary of the Board of Trustees: 
a. Keeps a record of the proceedings of the Board 

and of the Trustees. 
b, Prepares and publishes accurate minutes of the 

meetings of the Board, within thirty (30) days 
of such meetings. 

c. Is selected because of ability, and need not 
actually be a member of the Board. 

C. These officers are elected by the Board at the final regular 
Trustee meeting of each calendar year, and serve for the 
following calendar year. 

D. The officers of the Board of Trustees may serve more than 
one (1) term o~ off1oe, provided that they are re-elected 
for each term. 
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GUIDELINES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: (continued) 

VI. The 
A. 

B. 

c. 
D. 

E. 

F. 

meetings of the Board of Trustees conform to the following: 
The Trustees hold regular quarterly meetings on the first 
Saturday of the months of February, May. August, and 
November. 
Additional Special Meetings are held whenever needed upon 
two (2) weeks notification by the Chairman. 
The regular quarterly Trustee meetings are open to members 
of the fellowship as non-participant observers. 
The attendance of at least two-fifths (2/5) of the active 
Trustees at a meeting constitutes a quorum for conducting 
the business of the Board. 
Each Trustee is expected to attend at least two (2) regularly 
scheduled meetings each year. A Trustee who is unable to 
attend may be asked to resign his or her Trusteeship. 
A record is kept of the meetings of the Board. 
l. Accurate minutes of all Trustee meetings are taken 

and published within thrity (JO) days of the meeting. 
A copy of these minutes are sent to: 
a) Each Trustee 
b} The World Service Office 
c) Each duly registered Regional Service Committee 

2. These are the only copies normally distributed; however, 
any member of the fellowship may, upon request, receive 
a copy of the minutes of Trustee meetings from the World 
Service Office (WSO) by sending a self-addressed stamped 
envelope. 

J. The basic format·· for these minutes is: 
a. Date and location of meeting. 
b. Attendance. 
c. The minutes of the last meeting were read and ••• 
d, The following reports or information were presented. 
e. The following items of old business were discussed •• 
f, The following topics were considered as new 

business ••• 
g, The next meeting of the Board will be held ••• 
h, The following action should be taken prior to the 

next meeting •• , 
i, The following items will be discussed as part of 

the agenda for the next meeting •••• 
G, The regular meetings of the Board of Trustees last approxi

mately two (2) hours and have the following basic format: 
l. Opening. 
2. Information and Reports. 
J. Old business. 
4. New business. 
5. Closing, 

VII. In order that we may better serve, we utilize a sub-committee 
system between the meetings ·of the Board. 
A. our 'Trustee Committees' are of two (2) basic _t7pes, 

l. Standing, 
2. Temporary, 

B. The Standing Committees include: 
l. Literature 
2. Public Relations 
J. Institutional 
4. World Service Off ice (WSO} 
5, World Service Conference (WSC) 
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GUIDELINES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: (continued) 

VII. (continued) 
C. Our Temporary Committees are established as the need arises 

and exist so long as the need exists. 
D. Trustee Committees are chaired.by a Trustee who has been 

selected because of his or her experience in a specific 
area, Other members of these committees include other 
Trustees, members of the fellowship, or non-addicts as 
appointed by the committee Chairman. 

E. Minutes of all sub-committee meetings are taken and copies 
of these minutes are maintained by the Secretary of the 
Board of Trustees and by the World Service Office (WSO). 
These minutes are not published and distributed; however, 
~ny member of the fellowship may, upon request, receive a 
copy from the world Service Office (WSO) by sending a 
self-addressed stamped envelope. 

VIII. The Board of Trustees is an advisory Board rather than a direc
tive Board, It is our responsibility to offer guidance to our 
members, our groups, and our service committees in matters 
concerning the Traditions or which affect N.A. as a whole. 
A. The actions of the Board or of any individual Trustee are 

documented so that we can learn from our experiences. The 
following basic format is used in documenting trustee action: 
1. Date, location, Trustee(s) involved. 
2. Description of problem. 
J. Action taken, 
4, Effect of action. 

B. In order that we may be consistent in our guidance we use the 
following basic formats whenever possible in communicating 
with N.A. members, groups, service committees, non-members, 
and other organizations: 
l. This basic format, with minor modifications, is used 

in almost all circumstances when it is necessary to 
take formal action. 
"Dear ••• 

As a member of the Board of Trustees of Narcotics 
Anonymous, it has come to my attention that a potential 
problem may exist which concerns you ••• (give the 
information relating to the situation) •••• 

This situation could become a problem becuase ••• 
(state potential problem and relate it to our Traditions: 

In a situation of this kind I would recommend ••• 
(give specific suggestions and the reasons for the 
suggestions) ••• 

I hope that this misunderstanding can be cleared 
up quickly and that we all can learn from your 
experience. A situation such as this will surely come 
up again and hopefully we will be better able to deal 
with it as a result of your concern. 

Yours in fellowship,,.," 
2, For more serious matters, involving the Board as a whole 

a format similar to the one below is used. 
"To... , 

It has come to our attention .that ••• (state situat101 
••• As Trustees, it is our repons1b111ty to deai w1th 
matters which relate to the mainta1nance of our Tradi
tions or affect the fellowship as a whole. We feel 
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GUIDELINES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: (continued) 

VIII. (continued) 
B. 2. that this situation represents ••• (state Tradition(s) 

in violation and/or possible negative effects on the 
fellowship)... · 

We suggest that the following action should be 
taken to solve this problem and prevent it from 
happening again (state suggestions and the reasons 
for the suggestions) ••• 

We hope that this misunderstanding will be 
resolved quickly. Thank-you for your co-operation." 

IX. These Guidelines may be amended at any time by a two-thirds 
(2/3) majority vote of the Board of Trustees. 

ADDENDUM 

Due to the fact that our Service Structure is still developing, 
certain sections of these Guidelines may be inappropriate at 
this time. As problems occur, they will be dealt with inter
nally. We have tried to define our functions as completely as 
possible; this, however, cannot be fUlly achieved until the 
Service Structure of Narcotics Anonymous is fully defined and 
operational and until Guidelines for the World Service con
ference (WSC) have been drafted, accepted, and put into effect, 

* * * 
~e. as members, have given the Board the right to act on our 

behalf, so long as its actions are within the framework of our Tradi
tions. The Trustees do not, however, have the authority to control 
N.A. or change the nature of our fellowship. our Second Tradition 
ensures that ma.jor policy decisions can only be made according to 
the spiritual consicience of our entire fellowship, This means that 
each of us, through our service structure, maintains the right to have 
a say in what happens in N.A. 



THE WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE: 

The final part of our service structure 1s the World Service 
Conference (WSC). It ls the nerve center of our fellowship. our 
Conference is the one time each year when all our service branches 
come together. Unlike all other branches of N.A. service, the 
Conference is not an entity, it is an event, the coming together. 
In the Spring of each year the Regional Service Representatives, 
the Trustees of the World Service Board, and the Managers and 
Directors of the World Service Office meet to discuss questions 
of significance to the fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous as a whole. 

The Conference itself can last up to a week; however, the 
planning and implementation associated with the Conference is a 
year-round proposition. The WSO ls responsible for the adminis
tration of the Conference itself, The Trustees and Directors who 
attend the WSC must spend time in preparation, studying problems 
to be discussed and gathering information upon which decisions can 
be based. ··Each representative llUSt be knowledgeable about the 
needs and feelings of his region, and, be prepared to contribute 
to the Conference. 



(NOTE TO THE Reader: 
Conference itself, we 
guidelines, they will 
material appearing on 

In lieu of a more complete description of the 
offer the following. When the WSC adopts formal 
be inserted here, either in conjunction with the 
this page or in its place.) 

The conference usually begins with an opening meeting which 
includes opening ceremonies, an overview of topics to be presented, 
and a review of the meaning and effect of the Twelve Traditions. 

From this general aeeting, the conference splits up into six 
(6) committees at which all suggestions, questions, and problems which 
have been submitted are discussed. These topics can include anything 
of aajor importance to N.A. as a whole, 

These committees include: Administrative, Policy, Finance, 
Literature, Institutional, and Public Information. Each representative 
serves on one committee: each committee contains at least.one trustee: 
and those committees which have equivalents in the WSO or WSB meet 
in conjunction with them. The purposes of the committees are to dis
cuss all input within their scope, resolve items which do not require 
aajor policy decisions, and prepare resolutions for policy items. 
These resolutions are designed to occupy as little general aeeting 
time as possible and include a simple statement of the resolution, 
arguments for and against, and the facts which support these arguments. 

After the agenda for the general aeeting has been prepared from 
resolutions gathered from the committees, all conference aembers get 
together as a body once again. At this general meeting each resolu
tion ls presented and considered. Some resolutions can be acted upon 
by the conference and some aust be taken back to each Region, Area, 
and Group for group conscience dec1s1ons. But the conference can, 
because of our serT1ce structure, 1n1tiate action which will benefit 
all members, 

Once the conference has considered all resolutions and decided 
which required fellowship-wide group conscience votes and which were 
within the realm of conference action, the committees meet once again 
to plan for the implementation of the conference resolutions. The 
committees decide which branch the wso, the WSB, or one of the 
conference committees can take the aost effeotive action. Based 
on these decisions, directives are drafted and submitted for final 
approval. 

for 
and 

Then, finally, all conference aembers meet together once again 
the closing meeting. At this time the directives are approved 
the closing ceremonies take place. 



It sounds like the World Service Conference has a lot of 
power • • • this isn't true. All conference 111atters are dealt 
with in strict accordance with our Traditions; each Conference 
member i8 a trusted 8erTant and has shown an understanding of our 
Traditions, and all items discussed in conference originate within 
the fellowship. Due to its Ter7 nature, the Conference is the 
serTant of the fellowship. 

* * * * * * * * * 

ETer7thing that occurs in the course of N.A. SerTice must 
be aotiTated b7 the desire to aore successfull7 carr7 the aessage 
of rec0Ter7 to the addict who still suffers. It was for this 
reason that this work was begun, We must always remember that as 
individual aembers, groups and service colllllittees we are not, and 
should never be, in competition with each other, We work separatelJ 
and together to help the newcomer and for our collll!on good. We haTe 
learned, painfull7, that internal strife cripples our fellowship; 
it prevents us from proTiding the services necessarJ for growth. 

The intent of this Service Manual i8 to help clarif7 what 
needs to be done so that we can proTide better service. The serTice 
structure of Narcotics Anonymous as described here does not exist 
eYerywhere in N.A. today, It is an ideal towards which we can 
str1Te, and in so doing make recoTery available to a greater number 
of addicts, 



THE TWELVE STEPS 

l. We adm1tted that we were powerless over our add1ct1on, that 
our 11ves had become un11anageable. 

2, We came to believe that a power greater than ourselves could 
restore us to sanity. 

J. We 11ade a dec1s1on to turn our w1ll and out liTes over to the 
care of God as we understood Ria. 

4. We aade a searching and fearless aoral inventory of ourselves, 

5, We admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being 
the e:i:act nature of our wrongs. 

·• 
6. We were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects 

of character, 

7, We humbly asked Him to remoTe our shortcomings. 

8. We made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became w1lling 
to 11ake amends to them all, 

9, We made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except 
when to do so would injure them or others. 

10. We continued to take personal inventory, and when we were wrong 
promptly admitted it. 

ll, We soughtthrough prayer and meditation to improTe our conscious 
with God, as we understood H1a, praying only for knowledge of 
His will for us, and the power to carry that out. 

12. Having had a sp1ritual awakening as a result or these steps, 
we tried to carry this message to addicts and to practice these 
principles in all our affairs. 




